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It is a matter of pride that the college magazine
committee has put in their best efforts to bring

out the magazine for the academic year 2020-21.
The magazine, "MANTAVYA", will mirror the

creative and innovative ideas of both the
teachers and the students. The articles
published in it will be of contemporary

relevance. The convenor and the committee
members have successfully brought out the

magazine in a very useful way. A college
magazine reflects the consolidated efforts of the
teachers and the students to contribute articles

to the magazine in a creative manner. It will also
exhibit the latent talents of the teachers and the
students as storytellers, poets, essayists and so
on. So understand the hard work undertaken by
the magazine committee to make it a reality in a

meaningful way and congratulations to the
convener and the committee members on their
successful effort to bring out the magazine for

the academic year 2020-21.

INTRODUCTION



MESSAGE FROM

THE DIRECTOR'S DESK

मुझे यह जान कर अ�यंत �स�ता क� अनुभू�त हो रही है �क 
डॉ. अ�बेडकर इं��ट�ूट ऑफ टे�नोलॉजी फॉर ह�डीकै�ड  के छा��
�ारा ई-प��का "मंत�" के  चौथे सं�करण का �काशन होने जा रहा है,
एतदथ� हा�द�क बधाई। मौ�लक �च�तन एवं रचना�मक लेखन छा�� के
����व  के सवा�गीण  �वकास का मूल आधार है एवं प��का छा�� क�
��तभा एवं कौशल क� अ�भ��� का सश� मा�यम होती है, मुझे
आशा है �क प��का म� शै��क एवं सा�ह��यक  ग�त�व�धय� का समावेश
होगा, �जससे छा�� क� बौ��क ��तभा म� अ�भवृ�� होगी तथा
सृजना�मक लेखन क� �मता का �वकास होगा। �पछले वष� वै��क
कोरोना महामारी के चलते हमारे सं�ान के छा�� ने रा� �हत के �लए
अपना सहयोग �दया, इस�लए म� उनके इस काय� क� सराहना करती �ँ।
मुझे आशा ही नह� पूण� �व�ास है �क ई-प��का के �काशन म� सं�ान
क� ग�रमा एवं �या�त का �यान रख�गे, साथ ही साथ �श�ा के सम�त
आयाम� का सफलतापूव�क �नवा�हन करते रह�गे। म� इस ई-प��का के
सफल एवं साथ�क �काशन हेतु अपनी हा�द�क शुभकामनाए ं�े�षत करती
�ँ।

Prof. Rachna Asthana



MESSAGE FROM

THE DESK OF DEAN STUDENT WELFARE

We accomplished a great deal - we identified our goals,
set aside time to achieve them. Our work ethic and
achievements at  AITH  are solid - they are the collective
results of each and every one here. At this unique
institution, we hone the academic skills, fine tune the
aesthetic senses and work towards building a holistic
culture that values the individuality of each student,
helping them realize their innate potential. Students are
encouraged to explore and revel in the joy of learning.
Research based learning is the norm, where each
student is guided through an individualized work plan
in consonance with his/her potential, thereby providing
a complete learning experience. Also, I feel proud of this
entire team of e-magazine who took responsibility for
this important task. My best wishes to the entire team
of "MANTAVYA" - the-magazine of  AITH.

Dr. Rajesh Kumar Gupta



MESSAGE FROM

THE DESK OF CECA CHAIRMAN

We continually face challenges in life - how we view
them defines us. We at  AITH, choose to see challenges
as stepping stones & opportunities that we have
encountered along the way for us to use,  so that we
can achieve more and develop further to ultimately
actualize more of our goals . To cope with the modern
challenges, the development of staff at frequent
intervals is imperative for overall  results. Our work
ethic confirms this and our vision underpins this. We
are all destined to make choices and these choices do
largely control our actions. I am most fortunate that
our college is filled with so many motivated people
who make positive choices, which ultimately lead to so
many meaningful and productive actions.

 

Srinath Dwivedi



MESSAGE FROM

  THE CULTURAL CONVENOR'S DESK

The college life is not only about the academic curriculum 
 but also getting holistic exposure to all the niches possible.
The student community at Dr Ambedkar Institute of
Technology for Handicapped, Kanpur comes from
diversified backgrounds, so celebrating our differences, as
well as our common interests, helps us unite and learn
from each other. We understand the importance of cultural
sensitivity in today's technologically derived world and the
cultural committee makes the young leaders at AITH
sensitive to each other's culture. As the world is recovering
from the covid pandemic, it is important to bring back all
the tasks back to normal, and to keep our morale up. I am
so happy that the very celebrated E Magazine of our college
MANTAVYA has restarted it's venture after a year long
lockdown. MANTAVYA is a reflection of our tireless
attitude and vivid imagination. I congratulate the entire
team for the same and wish them all the best

 Dr. Anuj Srivastava



MESSAGE FROM

LITERARY SECRETARY

It is rightly said by Aristotle "Educating the mind
without educating the heart is no education at all". 
 This quote has been vigorously followed from years at
our institute AITH, Kanpur. The main goal of education
is building a good character along with intelligence, as
the desire to create is the deepest yearning of the
human soul. We embrace innovation, creativity and
tenacity with open arms as the new normal after the
lockdown. The enlargement in the technological world
is also mandatory. I am proud of  doing the same, as 
 well as exhilarated for this new edition of Mantavya as
this magzine gives a platform to the students to speak
their heart out and bolsters their extracurricular skills.
It is also a medium for the freshers to connect to this
campus and their peers. I wish every member working
on it, all the luck and best wishes. Keep it up.

 

Adarsh



Dear readers
You have in your hands "Mantavya", Dr. Ambedkar
Institute of Technology for Handicapped's official
magazine. It captures the momentous moments of an
aithian's journey. We have tried our best to make this
memoir help you to recapitulate your eventful journey
in AITH "Mantavya" is the compilation of the immense
efforts put forward by the Aithians and it is also a
specimen of their creativity. It tries to bind together
each and every aspect of the aith family. In these hard
times of worldwide pandemic, this was another
splendid year, indeed with our students bringing laurels
to the college in all spheres. Isn't it rightly said, "a flower
makes no garland". Thus, this magazine is not the
outcome of the effort put in by an individual, but the
immense effort put forward by the whole team. This is
just a small tribute to our alma mater. We apologise for
shortcomings and hope you will cherish our efforts. 
Au revoir!

Dr. Sonia Agarwal
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Biotechnology department at Dr. A.I.T.H. was started in Year 2008 with a
vision to develop a department of eminence to facilitate teaching, learning,
innovations & research in Biotechnology for the upliftment of global society
& mankind. The department is now looking forward to expand its domain in
the area of research and development in advanced and applied microbiology,
phytopharmaceuticals, nanoparticle synthesis and evaluation, advanced
biomaterials, bioremediation and environmental biotechnology to develop
new methodologies and technologies to neutralize industrial pollutants and
toxicants from industrial waste. Students of the department have also
developed bioplastic to replace plastic which is global pollutant. In last few
years, the Deptt. of Biotechnology has achieved various feats such as
recognition from Uttar Pradesh Council of Science and Technology (UPCST)
by winning grants as well as coverage in leading newspapers and national
television channels. We have also published good publications in reputed
international journals. Students of the department have also performed
exemplary in their academics and have received Gold Medals from AKTU.
Alumni’s of the department are pursing higher studies in IITs, NITs and other
leading Universities  abroad.
I am pleased to know that the students of our institute have taken the
opportunity to bring out the Fourth edition of students magazine
“Mantavya” in these tough times. The students have taken interest and
devoted substantial amount of time in completing the magazine. I have also
noted that students have emphasized the departmental message and
opportunities in the current edition. This is a welcome approach and I am
sure they will continue their efforts in making it better and better. 
I support this activity whole heartedly and wish them best for making an
excellent magazine in due course of time.

Dr. Manish Singh Rajpoot

Teacher's Corner

H.O.D Biotech







Lost lost,

our sacraments,

Recalled by children when they have greed. From
starting once again you should read.

Lost lost,

Our sacraments.

They dont call and ask are you fine,

But poor parents call whether you are twelve or
forty nine,

Lost lost.

Our sacraments,

Have you ever intrigue with your parents and
asked about their childhood.

no because you are busy in your livelihood,

Lost lost, our sacraments,

Still you have time to improve it.

Before you muse and say what you did....

-Shambhavi Pandey (EL 3rd yr)

 





This is my first time when I clutched my thoughts…sorry if I messed up things!!
Contradiction is on top.You want to get accepted, but at the same point you also
want to go against the league. You want fame and on the same side you solely
want to be a part of the mainstream. You wish to be on the outside but still can't get
over your inside upholsters. Have you ever made a realisation about one’s
individuality.What people say is not what they exactly do in their lives. Do you feel
you are losing your true self?? This will surely bemuse us for a bit, RIGHT?  At times
you give so much admiration to other's consent that you yourself forget to raise your
points. You neglect the things that you believe in when you are surrounded by
others, their opinion matters to you rather than you own standpoints. This is the
precise moment of time where we have started losing our originality. It is well said
that "listen to others, but don't lose your voice", We all know the solutions on how
not losing our true self, but we are unaware about its implementation and get going
easy peasy. The thing that should make a hard bash on our frontal lobe is to create a
prominent tract where you'll take everyone's advice but you don't forget someone
who will reconsider it and that someone is-"YOU" Other's supposition; their
hypothesis may work for them but its not mandatory that it wholly toiled your
situation. You had gone through tiresome drudgery when you were in your initials
of building up nature and attitude of your own, RIGHT?? So can you bear losing
your originality? When you start feeling that people don't help you the way you do
for them, this is the moment you mind needs to slow down. If you expect a return
favour, you lose your nature.You helped others because your soul compelled you to
do so. Keep a hold over your emotion as they are on verge of fragile emotion trading.
Don't hold onto something for very long. You can solve it by telling them nicely
because after this you are free to go subtle man. Otherwise sooner you lose in
marmalised way. You can't afford to lose your good side just because someone has
shown you their bad side intentionally.Stick to your origin, don't rush in
intimidating haggle. When you started valuing your true version then your
imagination is less altered and less affected by what has already been said and done
and this is the high time when your creativity started elucidating 
 exceedingly.Completely ignoring your thought process is not feasible. "WE ALL
ARE BORN ORIGINAL, GET A TIGHT HOLD OF YOUR ORIGINALITY*

We Lost Our Originality

-Nishu Pundir (BT 1st year)











As the sun rose on a changed landscape, the pale sky burst into a riot of
colors. I watched with bated breath as the dark shadows of the night
transformed into miles of lush green grass dotted by iridescent flowers.
gulped and looked at my reflection in the crystal waters of the pool. A
creature with hollow, lifeless eyes stared back to me. Tears welled into my
eyes as the huge flames that had devoured everything that I loved flashed
before me. War had ravaged and plundered our beautiful country. Villages
had been burnt to the ground and people were either butchered or taken
away as prisoners. I had been forced to watch as, to years ago, my entire
family was burnt in front of me and I was captivated along with other
children to walk in the salt mines.
I shuddered as the memories of the horrendous enslavement flashed
before my eyes. Our kingdom had surrendered to the mighty emperor of
Erilea, the tyrant who had conquered half the known world. The man,
heralded by the world as Messiah, had turned villages to ashes, torn apart
thousands of lives and forced hundreds of children into slavery.
Bile rose in my throat as I recalled how the generals, who had brutally
murdered unarmed villagers, were given medals of bravery. I had run away
from my prison about a month ago and was on the way to reach to the free
cities, east of the river Anduin, where my captors had no power.
1 continued my desperate journey not daring to rest. After days, which
seemed like ages, I finally reached the banks of the great river. As I beheld
the majestic river, my knees gave way and I fell on the silky sand.
Exhaustion
had finally overcome me. The placid waters of the rivers beckoned me.
Freedom lay beyond the shore. Suddenly, the air whistled in my ears as I
felt a searing pain in my leg. I looked back and saw that the soldiers had
finally caught up with the escaped prisoner.
I knew I'd not be killed; just will be sent back to the hell hole I had crawled
out off as the tyrant king needed slaves. I looked longingly at the waters,
took a
deep breath and pulled out the arrow. I plunged it into my chest. As the
world went blank, only one word reverberated in my years-FREEDOM!

THE PRICE OF FREEDOM

MOHD EHTENSHAM 
IT 1st YEAR (2020-21)









Year 2020 was like a nightmare for all of us. Coronavirus pandemic turned our
lives upside down, it jeopardised all our plans and forced us to stay locked up in
our homes. There is no denying in saying that COVID-19 pandemic brought lots of
misfortune for countries and their people. Among the many catastrophic effect of
the pandemic crisis is the replacement of traditional classroom learning with
online learning.
We must acknowledge the fact that we are no strangers to the concept of online
learning, but they were never the primary source of educational instruction. They
served as the medium to get learner access to the courses or subjects they
wouldn't have otherwise taught in physical classroom. Amid pandemic, education
system has changed dramatically and left virtual classroom as the only medium
to keep learning process continue. No doubt shutting down of educational
institutions all across the globe due to pandemic had hit students hard. There
were challenges to overcome, some students without reliable internet access
and/or technology struggled to participate in digital learning, this gap was seen
across the countries. Apart from this, spending long hours staring
monitors/smartphones screen led to strained eyes and headache. Parent's were
cynical about virtual learning, they believed its draining out their kids both
physically and mentally. Lack of peer interaction and co-curricular activities  was
making the kids perplexed. What we need to understand is that, it's not only
students who were juggling with difficulties. We must not put away the efforts
made by our teachers. They went out their way and made lessons engaging,
replacing the traditional chalkboard with power point presentations, putting
their best effort to make class interactive and realistic.
As we know, "Every cloud has a silver lining". There is evidence that online
learning can be effective in a number of ways. According to the survey  by local
daily across the city, it was found that student retain 25-60% more material when
learning online compared to 8-10% in a classroom. Studying in the comfort of
one's home without any disruption or discomfort kept them focused and ready to
learn. Going beyond physical class lectures replicating it into video clips made
learning fun. It helped in enhancing skills like critical thinking and adaptability.
As we stepped into the year 2021 we have started to restore the normalcy
gradually, everything is moving back to the way it was pre-pandemic. As
Educational institutions are reopening all across the globe, the choice is ours
whether we want to go back to the traditional method of learning or to continue
with current digital way.

A NEW ERA OF LEARNING

Megha Shukla CH 3rd





I wish I could evade
 Or the night could just fade
 I looked in the mirror 
And the scars still stayed 
My heart thumped fast 
Where to escape
 I heard them laugh
 The twelve year could not stop
 I ran so fast 
They caught, I cried, And they laughed
The bruises on my heart
Were deeper than the scars
Now the 22 year old heart
Still afraid
To go that far
 Was I to be blamed that night
Or because the night could not fight They
said I was at fault
 Or else fault in my stars
 I thought maybe it was true
 "You sure? said my scars
 If that was my fault
 Why did the 12 year last
 If that was my fault
 Why mother never taught
 That my scars are my reward.
 Of being a girl walking in dark
And laughter were theirs
For having mustache
And a dark heart.

Who's Fault???

-Smirti Upadhyay(IT 2nd year)





Take a favourite cup or ptate. Which may sometimes crack or may even
break.
Obviously, we do not and should not throw ourselves away when this
happens. Instead, we should relish the blemishes and learn to change
these scars into art-like kintsugi, an ancient Japanese practice that
beautifies broken pottery. Kintsugi is a physical exemplification of
pliability. Instead of getting rid of the wrecked vessels, kintsugi acolyte
repairs broken items with a golden adhesive that emphasizes the break
lines, making the piece distinctive. They mark the attention to the lines
made by time and rough use; portraying these aren't a source of shame.
Enhancing the beauty and utility of breaks and imperfections. Showing
how a problem can become a plus.
likewise, the physical evidence of existence that collects over time and a
life well-lived should be a reason of content rather than shame. We don't
need to attempt to look young and flawless, like we're all brand-new
products manufactured for Instagram. White hair, lined skin, scars, the
additional potunda that shot your zeal for an honest meal-these don't
need to be dyed,pulled out, hidden, or tested. They might be seen as
signs you're doing something right, that you simply persist which is the
real meaning of Life..



The art shows us the requirement to widen our perspective so as to look
for opportunities for improvement. It directs us to respect the inherent
value in people and appreciate the potential that they carry. Things fall
apart. That's life. But if you're wise, you should use every scrap. patch

yourself up, and keep going. That's the essence of resourcefulness.
Kintsugi fosters the thought that a broken object can also be repaired and
be made useful yet again. It tells us we can always begin anew despite the

past failures.
 

ficcepting flaws helps us to break free from the obsession of
perfectionism which reduces the unnecessary stress and boosts

creativity and productivity. The philosophy of hintsugi art has the
potential to enhance life within the modern society. fill we need to do is

identify the areas where it can be effectively applied. The kintsugi
approach makes the maximum of what already is, highlights the beauty

of what we do have, even the flaws, instead of leaving us eternally
grasping for more, different, other, better

 
In other words, the experiences you have, and the person you already are,

is sufficient. You may, indeed, occasionally chip and break and need
repairs. find that's fine. But reality is the best and most abundant

material on the earth, available to anyone. for free, and that we can all
usewhat we already have-including our flaws-to be beautiful. rifler all our

cracks are what gives us our character.
 

Dhatri Pathak (EL 1st yr)
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